Brain morphometry of Dravet syndrome.
The aim of this study was to identify differential global and local brain structural patterns in Dravet Syndrome (DS) patients as compared with a control subject group, using brain morphometry techniques which provide a quantitative whole-brain structural analysis that allows for specific patterns to be generalized across series of individuals. Nine patients with the diagnosis of DS that tested positive for mutation in the SCN1A gene and nine well-matched healthy controls were investigated using voxel brain morphometry (VBM), cortical thickness and cortical gyrification measurements. Global volume reductions of gray matter (GM) and white matter (WM) were related to DS. Local volume reductions corresponding to several white matter regions in brainstem, cerebellum, corpus callosum, corticospinal tracts and association fibers (left inferior fronto-occipital fasciculus and left uncinate fasciculus) were also found. Furthermore, DS showed a reduced cortical folding in the right precentral gyrus. The present findings describe DS-related brain structure abnormalities probably linked to the expression of the SCN1A mutation.